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 ------ rahimnathwani On the page: "Q: how do I use this? A: place the file in your plugins directory or drop it into any plugin folder." I'm assuming this is a terrible, terrible, terrible idea. ~~~ sown > use the `include` or `plugin` command to add this file to your sidebar, > widget, or just about anywhere. cfchambers This is just a neat plugin. The author also put a lot of work into making twitter bootstrap
work on their theme. It's a really nice thing to have a theme, which stays on point, and still takes advantage of bootstrap to make your site look good. I was surprised that Bootstrap Themes wasn't mentioned in the readme. Here's another one for you: [ bootstrap]( kazinator In the bootstrap _original_ documentation, at [ (scroll down to "Best-practices", #15), there is a sidebar which talks about ways to
resize browser windows. It says: _" Expose your content on all device types by using `min-device-width` in your stylesheet. Then use media queries to make layout adjustments. Remember to use a mix of pixels and percentages for font-sizes; always include the suffix `px` when writing down font sizes for the viewport."_ Then there is a note: _" Some people prefer to use ems for typography, but you
shouldn't use them for layout."_ So, it's implied that "ems" is just a synonym for "percentage" in layout, whether of viewport width, font size, or anything else. I don't know why the author of this plugin took his advice so literally. tantalor If this was written by a WordPress core contributor, I can understand a "warning" page, but it's pretty much a 404, so why is it on the front page? N 82157476af
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